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VILLAGE GEMS 
 

TAURANGA GEM & MINERAL CLUB Inc. 
HISTORIC VILLAGE 

17TH AVE  TAURANGA  
 

POLISHED STONES - CLOCKS – GREENSTONE PENDANTS - MINERALS 
NOVELTIES - KAURI GUM - JEWELLERY - POLISHED FACES 

MUSEUM & FLUORESCENT DISPLAY 
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WE HAVE BEEN SERVING NEW ZEALAND SINCE 1981 
 

STOCKISTS OF: 
 

 Tumbling Machines for Stone, Glass & Shell 

 Rock Cutting, Polishing & Carving Machines 

 Grinding & Polishing Media for Stone, Glass, Shell, Bone and 
Metal 

 Crystals, Minerals & Rough Rock  

 Polished Stones 

 Fossils 

 Gemstone Beads & Metal Clasps & Fittings 

 Greenstone & Jade Carvings 
 

SERVICES: 

 

 Stone Cutting, Polishing & Drilling 

 Jewellery Repairs & Bead Threading 

 Stone Bead Necklace & Earring Making 
 

HOURS: Monday – Friday 9.30am to 5pm 
Saturday 10am – 2pm 

 
Rotorua Lapidary Rock & Mineral Supplies Ltd 

1120 Eruera Street, Rotorua 3010 
Postal Address: P O Box 569, Rotorua 3040 

 
Ph: 07 348 8996    Fax 07 348 8621 

 
rotorualapidary@xtra.co.nz  
www.rotorualapidary.co.nz 

 
Colin & Bev Simmons 

 

mailto:rotorualapidary@xtra.co.nz
http://www.rotorualapidary.co.nz/


December Club Events  

   

Xmas Workshop Hours 

Tuesday nights are cancelled for January. The 

work shop will only be open during shop 

hours. 

February 2021: Tuesday nights resume from 

6pm to 7-30pm.  

Use of the workshop during shop hours: 
 

$2 per hour 
 

Please pay at the counter  

 

Club Night 

Monday 14 December 6 pm at the Club rooms  

CLUB CHRISTMAS PARTY 

Games and fun activities for everyone 

BBQ - Club supplies meat. Bring a salad and/or 

dessert to share 

BYO refreshments. Soft drinks, tea & coffee 

supplied. 

Bring one wrapped gift per person, worth $5.00 

for the secret Santa 

 

Committee 

Wednesday 15 December 7.30 pm.  

Meet at the clubrooms.  

NOTE: We need a Secretary and a Membership 
Secretary (see details on the next page). 

 

 
Field Trips 

 
January 22 - 24 Field Trip: Retaruke 
 
At Retaruke, there is a wide variety of shell fossils and 
other marine fossils.  
Travel down on Friday with some fossicking in the 
afternoon. Saturday will be the main fossicking day, 
finishing with a shared meal and BBQ. On Sunday as 
we leave, we can checkout some other places that we 
will be driving past. 
 
All rooms indoors are taken but there is plenty 
of space for Camper Vans or tents. Cost is $20 a 
night per person. 
 
If interested to book or wanting more details please 
contact Graham Hill: 027 2566399 / 07 552 4496  
grahamsgardens@xtra.co.nz 
 
Field Trip cancellations: TGMC takes the safety 
of its members seriously and has the right to 
cancel field trips in the event of severe weather 
warnings or other factors that prevent any trip 
from taking place. News about changes, 
postponements or cancellations to a proposed 
field trip will be advised via email and posted on 
the Facebook page as soon as possible. 
 
Village Gems Holiday hours 

 
 

 
 
 

Our shop at the Tauranga Historic Village will 
be closed between Christmas and New Year.  

 
The last shopping day for 2020 is 24 

December. Village Gems will re-open on Tuesday 
5 January 2021. 

 
Wishing everyone a Merry Christmas and 

Happy New year. 

mailto:grahamsgardens@xtra.co.nz


 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

                                   
 
 
 

 
 

November Field Trip to  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
TGMC Committee Members 2020 and other Club Officers 

President Graeme Dewhurst 576 7874 
Vice President Carla van den Hout 552 5175 
Treasurer Naera Wilton  07 864876 
Secretary 
Club Email 

Carol Cunningham 
sec.tgmc@hotmail.com 

578 1639 

Membership   
Publicity Bryce Cooper 027 6950606 
Shop 
 
Shop supplies 

Carla van den Hout 
Olga Nicholson 
Bryce Cooper 

552 5175 
575 2070 
 

Field trips  Graham Hill 552 4496 
Field trip assist. Charlie Harris 021  0409332 
Workshop Bryce Cooper   

Raymond Schroder 576 3027 
Museum display Margaret Parker 576 2660 
Facebook admin 
   

Ian Mason 
Kristy Pawson 

543 4951 
 

Newsletter  
advertising  

Steve Raynor 282 8126 

Patron Roger Eade 576 0117 
Newsletter Sue Millman 544 4878 
Library/Museum  Marcel Authier 

John Clark 
572 3034 
022 0206812 

Maintenance Bryce Cooper  
Microscopes   

Silent Auction Ian Mason 543 4951 

 
New Zealand Events 

 
 

2021: National Show: Hosted by 
Mineral Club of Hutt Valley & Wellington, 
Lower Hutt 
   
2021: 30 April – 2 May: Tauranga Gem 
& Mineral Club Show, Tauranga 
Racecourse, 1383 Cameron Road, 
Greerton. 
 
 2022 – National Show. To be hosted by 
the Canterbury Mineral & Lapidary Club. 
 
 

Australian events 
 
2-5 April, 2021, Gemboree, Tasmania 
 
15 -19 April 2022 Gemboree Mudgee, 
NSW 
 
 

Our Club needs the following Administrators 
 

Do you have some time to spare, and basic computer skills? 
 
SECRETARY  
You are needed to: 
Take the minutes at our Monthly Committee meeting every 3rd Wednesday at 7.30pm 
Email minutes to Committee members  
Manage our Email account 
Forward other club’s magazines to our members who want them. 
Deal with requests from the public and members. 
 
MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY 
 
Collect Subscription forms as they come in from shop and by email. 
Enter in Membership Book at the Club 
Enter on Computer List of Members 2021 and print to keep up to date on notice board. 
Enter on the email site. 
Send Welcome letter to new members and attach the current Newsletter. 
 
Please get in touch if you can give us some help. 



 

November Field trip to Kinloch for Obsidian    By Steve Raynor 

 

For the second visit in a row it rained the day of the trip but that did not dampen the enthusiasm of the 20 club 

members that turned out for a good day of obsidian hunting. 

 

The descent into the ravine was steep and slippery and thoughts of “oh dear, I hope I can get out again” went 

through a few people’s minds. Once in the bottom we were treated to a fantastic spread of obsidian that the 

winter storms had washed out of the hillside. There was black, banded and mahogany (red-brown) obsidian to 

be found lying on the surface. 

 

The source of obsidian was a rhyolite dome that was formed about 100,000 years ago as part of an active 

period when several domes were formed in the area. Obsidian is a form of rhyolite and if you have been on a 

field trip to Tairua you may notice the similarities in the rocks from Tairua and the obsidian from Kinloch. The 

actual volcanic vent was about halfway between our obsidian site and the road. Sometime after the eruption 

the ravine was formed by movement of the Whangamata fault resulting in our steep climb which was 

apparently 65m. That must have been quite a quake. 

 

Obsidian Colours 

The different obsidian colours interested more than just us and have been studied since the 70’s through 

Auckland University to establish the chemical characteristics of the obsidian varieties. I would have expected 

the chemical analysis of these colours to be different however, they seem to be the same for pretty much 

everything. Apparently the oxidation state of the Fe2O3 may be a cause of the red colour in the mahogany 

obsidian.  

Below: Table from the study by PR Moore (2011) comparing samples from the same area as the TGMC field trip

  

 

  



      

Spherulites in Obsidian: -       The second thing of interest was the spherulites 

that appear in most of the obsidian. Sometimes just a few very small ones of less 

than a 1mm show up in the glass and other pieces are full of spherulites of up to 

maybe 10mm diameter. 

 

Obsidian is relatively unstable as it is rock that has cooled from lava fast enough to 

get caught in a frozen liquid form - volcanic glass. Over a long period it gradually 

changes from glass to rock in a process called "devitrification" where the silica rearranges into organized 

crystal patterns, which are the spherulites and snowflakes we can see.  These start to grow from an impurity in 

the hot lava but at the temperatures of today growth slows right down, but eventually all the glass will become 

crystalline rock. 

 

Great day out Graham, thanks for taking us.        

       

If you want to find out more here are a couple of good papers:-  

PR Moore (2011) The Taupo obsidian source, central North Island, New Zealand, Journal of the Royal Society of New 

Zealand, 41:2, 205-215, DOI: 10.1080/03036758.2010.529919 

To link to this article: https://doi.org/10.1080/03036758.2010.529919 

     

G.K. Ward (1973) OBSIDIAN SOURCE LOCALITIES IN THE NORTH ISLAND OF NEW ZEALAND [1973] 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/264556587_OBSIDIAN_SOURCE_LOCALITIES_IN_THE_NORTH_ISLAND_O

F_NEW_ZEALAND_1973 

 

 

    
 

  

 

   

Spherulites showing in 
black obsidian 

 
 

Kinloch obsidian with 

spherulite crystals.  
 

In the top left photo 
spherulites appear to 

be aligned with the 

flow foliation of the 
lava. 

https://doi.org/10.1080/03036758.2010.529919
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/264556587_OBSIDIAN_SOURCE_LOCALITIES_IN_THE_NORTH_ISLAND_OF_NEW_ZEALAND_1973
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/264556587_OBSIDIAN_SOURCE_LOCALITIES_IN_THE_NORTH_ISLAND_OF_NEW_ZEALAND_1973


   
 
 

 

 
      

   
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Above left: rhyolite, some pieces 
include obsidian and spherulites.  
 
Left: Black and grey flow banded 
obsidian. The front piece is silvery 
grey. 
 
Right: The spherulites in this volcanic 
breccia are huge measuring 6cm 
across. 
 

 
 

Top left to right: Rory’s sliding method to 

mobilise obsidian; Joanna’s stash; a large 
boulder with mahogany obsidian.  
Below: Signs of activity deep in the gully, 
some of the larger rocks had to stay. 



WANTED TO 
BUY or SELL 

Wanted to buy:  
Collections of Minerals, 
Crystals and polished faces. 
Large or small, part or all.        
Contact Greg 575 3851.  
                                             
Wanted to buy:  
Bob Vear is looking for NZ 
Fossils Ammonites and 
Trilobites or any interesting 
fossils. Location identified 
preferably.  Contact Bob (07) 
543 0660. 
 
Wanted: Please drop off any 
surplus egg cartons at the 
shop for Ian Mason. 

 
Wanted to buy:  
Gold, silver, any old or unwanted jewellery made of gold or silver for scrap. Top scrap prices paid. Contact 
Graeme on 07 577 1979 or 027 4496 960; email carver.petersen@xtra.co.nz  

 

 

 
 

 

                                    
 
 

Megaspherulites 
in a rhyolite obsidian vitrophyre. 

 
Location: Silvercliff, Colorado, USA 

 

 
 
 
Junior Club  
mid-November  
field trip for 
wonderstone, 
jaspers & chert. 
 

mailto:carver.petersen@xtra.co.nz


      

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

THE THAMES SCHOOL of MINES 
MINERAL MUSEUM 

101 Cochrane Street Thames 
One of Australasia’s finest mineralogical collections started in 1870 on The Thames Goldfield 

 

 
 

Open Wed – Sun 11am - 3pm        Adults $10. Unaccompanied children $5 
Extended opening over summer.   Local heritage & group concessions. 

 Group tours by arrangement, Phone 07 08686227  
Email tsm@historic.org.nz 

 
Facebook groups to follow 

 
Tauranga Gem & Mineral Club 

 

 
 

New Zealand lapidary, Rocks, 
Minerals, Fossils 

 

 
 
 

NZ Rocks, Fossils, Crystals Buy Sell 
& Exchange (Only NZ nothing 

imported) 
 

 

mailto:tsm@historic.org.nz


 

 

 
 

 
 

Eclogite - aka Christmas rock 

Eclogite is a metamorphic rock consisting of pyroxene omphacite and pyrope-rich garnet. It is a rare but 
geologically significant rock type. It is common in the upper mantle, especially in regions occupied by 
subducted oceanic plates. Eclogite is unusually dense for a silicate rock (3.4–3.5 g/cm3) which suggests that 
very high pressure was involved in the formation of this rock type.  It is chiefly composed of red (garnet) and 
green (omphacite) minerals. Garnet in eclogite is 
usually iron-rich pyrope (contains similar amount of 
Mg and Fe). Omphacite is a pyroxene group mineral 
with a composition in the middle between jadeite and 
diopside. Other minerals that may occur in eclogite 
are quartz, kyanite, amphiboles, orthopyroxene, 
olivine, mica, zoisite, and rutile.  

Eclogite contains no plagioclase although its protolith 
is full of this mineral. The protoliths of eclogites are 
igneous rocks with a basaltic composition (basalt, 
diabase, gabbro). The lack of relatively light-weight 
plagioclase is the reason why it is so dense 
compared to its protoliths.  

Eclogites occur with garnet peridotites in Greenland 
and in other ophiolite complexes. Examples are 
known in Saxony, Bavaria, Carinthia, Norway and 
Newfoundland. A few eclogites also occur in the 
northwest highlands of Scotland and the Massif 
Central of France.   

Xenoliths of eclogite occur in kimberlite pipes of 
Africa, Russia, Canada, and elsewhere.      

 
Source: 1.Wikipedia 
 
2. https://www.sandatlas.org/eclogite/   Christmas rock 

 

Eclogite minerals: (Green) pyroxene omphacite; red (garnet) 

white (quartz).  Above specimen is from Nordfjord, Western 
Norway.                                       Width of view is about 15 cm. 

https://www.sandatlas.org/eclogite/


A tale of two kinds of volcanoes: Why the differences between the Santorini caldera and the 

nearby Aegina, Methana and Poros lava domes? Researchers used volcanic “fingerprints’ and plate tectonics 

research to find out why. 

A big volcano blew up about 3200 years ago, right next to 

where Santorini Island is in Greece today. During that eruption, 

liquid molten rock under the ground (magma) built up immense 

pressure, and then erupted into a lava explosion. The impact 

was so intense that the volcano collapsed into a huge basin 

called a caldera. What had been an island-volcano was then 

overrun by ocean, an event considered partially responsible for 

the demise of the Minoan civilisation.  The Santorini volcano 

beneath the ocean still constitutes the biggest volcanic hazard 

for Europe, together with the Vesuvius volcano in Italy. 

A few hundred kilometres north-west of Santorini, in Greece’s Saronic Gulf, much closer to Athens are the 

small volcanic islands of Aegina, Methana and Poros. Here, liquid lava didn’t explode in a big eruption. Thick 

blocky lava oozed out of magma chambers under the ground at these islands, between 5.3 to 2.6 million years 

ago, during the Pliocene. The lava was so thick, it was more like toothpaste or putty than liquid. It formed lava 

domes rather than lava volcanoes.  

Since Aegina, Methana, Poros and Santorini volcanoes are all part of the same subduction zone, the different 

volcanic activity raises several big questions. One of these is: Why the thick blocky lava at the western 

volcanic centres Aegina, Methana and Poros 2.5 to 2 million years ago, but liquid lava at Santorini 3,200 years 

ago?   

Variable lava mix recipes   Running roughly east to west underneath the Mediterranean Sea is the Aegean 

volcanic arc. This arc is where the African tectonic plate ‘dives under’ the Aegean microplate. This process 

happens very slowly at a few centimetres per year, the pristine cold basalt of the down-going African plate’s 

crust has been soaking in ocean water for millions of years before it enters the much warmer magma 

underneath the over-riding Aegean plate.  The crust of the down-going plate now consists of altered rocks, 

containing minerals with water in them. These minerals become unstable during subduction because of the 

increasing pressure and temperature, and release their water.  This water lowers the melting point of the 

mantle, similar to what happens when adding salt to ice. That is why the mantle under the over-riding starts to 

melt. It is this molten material, or magma, that flows/oozes out of volcanoes/lava domes as lava.  

Another possible ingredient of the differing lavas is sediments in the oceanic trench at the subduction zone. At 

the Aegean Arc the down-going plate is covered by a very thick pile of ocean sediments. Some of the 

sediment is former continental crust. A lot of this sediment is ‘scraped off’ when the plate subducts and forms 

an accretionary (or build-up) wedge. However, some of it is also going down into the mantle and getting mixed 

with the melting mantle wedge. 

Deeper vs shallower: Thin sections (or slices) of the lava were examined under a microscope to identify 

specific minerals. Minerals in the Santorini lava indicated a more liquid mix because they formed inside 

shallower magma chambers, while the western volcanic centre lavas were thicker and more blocky because 

they formed in deeper magma chambers. The thin sections of the Santorini lavas display pyroxenes and 

significant plagioclase. This indicates that the magma from which the crystals formed was located at shallow 

depths in the earth.  Why the magma is at shallower depths is due to location, the tectonic plate above 

Santorini’s magma chambers is being pulled apart.  



 

In geology terms, it is under localised 

extension; and because the plate is 

being stretched out and Santorini is in 

the middle of it, Santorini happens to be 

at the thinnest part of the plate. With a 

magma chamber at a shallower depth, 

the roof will cave in when the chamber 

starts emptying itself during an eruption. 

This makes the eruption even worse 

and creates a caldera, as at Santorini. 

In contrast, when they looked at the thin 

sections of the thick blocky lavas from 

Aegina and Methana, they found 

hornblende. The mineral was absent in 

the Santorini lavas. Hornblende can only 

form if the magma is deep enough in the 

Earth. This indicates that the magma 

chambers on Aegina and Methana 

should be located deeper than on 

Santorini. With the magma chambers at greater depths for the western Aegina- Methana-Poros volcanoes, 

that makes for changes in the lava. There the magma chambers underneath the lava domes did not cave in. 

Additionally, the crystallization of the amphibole mineral group that includes hornblende, makes magma more 

viscous, or sticky. So it is more difficult for the magma to come to the surface in the first place. 

Over-riding plate vs sediment: To figure out whether the over-riding plate or the ocean sediments were the 

bigger factor in creating thick blocky lavas, the researchers analysed specific ‘lava fingerprints’. These 

radiogenic isotope ratios gave them the best indication on which materials were mixed into the underground 

magmas for those lavas.  The geochemistry of Santorini lavas compared with Aegina-Poros-Methana lavas 

was found to be distinctly different. The researchers combined the radiogenic isotope signature of the lavas 

with trace element ratios and concluded the down-going sediment was the biggest influence creating thick 

blocky lavas, not the overriding plate.References: http://www.geologypage.com/2020/05/a-tale-of-two-

kinds-of-volcanoes.html 

Marlina A. Elburg et al, Geochemistry of lavas 

from Aegina and Poros (Aegean Arc, 

Greece): Distinguishing upper crustal 

contamination and source contamination in 

the Saronic Gulf area, Lithos (2020).  

 

 

 

           Graphic: T. van Wyk, University of Johannesburg. 

http://www.geologypage.com/2020/05/a-tale-of-two-kinds-of-volcanoes.html
http://www.geologypage.com/2020/05/a-tale-of-two-kinds-of-volcanoes.html

